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By Dr. Alex Comfort, of the Medical Association

for the Prevention of War (London )

Because of its extraordinary importance and timeliness PIL devotes this entire
issue to Dr. Comfort's article in the slightly abridged form in which it apneareri
in London Peace News on October 2, 1953, with grateful appreciation for the s)ec'a .l
permission of the editor .

Why should an association of doctors be concerned with the treatment of nice ?
Because, says Dr. Comfort in his introduction, "it is profoundly worried by th e
resemblance between the effect of propaganda on public thinking and the kind o f
thought processes which characterise lunatics . "
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There is some difference between believing that the Jews and the Jesuits ar e
(`i)

	

hiding bombs under your bed and believing that every third person is a Soviet spy
or an agent of American Imperialism-but 	 not much .

The fact that the world is divided today into two halves, and that each hal f
believes that the other possesses horns and tails, is largely due to the use whic h
has been made of news . The fact that within seven years our erstwhile gallant al -
lies have become dirty blackguards, and erstwhile dirty blackguards have become
gallant allies, is a result of the same process .

To be impartially informed upon every issue in a world where the facts are con-
" kC stantly obscured by propaganda is perhap s beyond most people's capacity .

Unfortunately, under the stimulus of fear, hysteria, or hatred—all of which ar e
I .~' being assiduously whipped up today--notions of sane individuals can come to act like

single lunatics . Atom bombs, concentration camps end witch hunts are the outcome o f
that type of process ; yet once you see how it is done, you can do a great deal t o
preveenn t your own mind from being got at .

suggest that you, and your family, learn to play the News Game--cultivat e
Newsmanship .

The art of nropagandemanship is threefold : say it loud, say it often, and attac h
it to something people care' about--preferably something they are scared of .

Loudness presents little difficulty to the press and radio of the world ; as to
frequency, if every mention of the Enemy has its little dolloo of spite on top, the n
thet enemy will become unpopular, even among people who only know his name--just a s
they hew come to associate "Oxo" with beef, or Horlicks with "night starvation . "

And fear, which is so effective in scaring people into buying toothpaste and soap
to remove bad breath and body odour, works just as well in politics . Unfortunately ,
fear also makes men cruel, irrational, intolerant and inhuman . But there are some
zealots who don't care about this so long as they make their point .

The other feature of propaganda . is "double think ." George Orwell coined the
term for a country where the Ministry of Joy looked after prisons and the Ministr y
of Peace looked after the maintenance of a chronic state of war .

Most people,in most countries, are decent and in their own way kindly . They
dislike, for example, torturing people, or burning children alive . If you want to
make them do these things, it is essential to make them think two incompatibl e

thoughts at the same time . This is unfortunately perfectly possible and perfectly
easy .

It is done through the use of language--just as bullocks would probably, if the y
read, troop quite haupily into a slaughterhouse labelled "Foodstuffs Preparatio n

Centre . "
We don't torture people--we display firmness in putting down terrorists . We don' t

burn children alive--we only obtain results against military objectives . We don' t

ever kill people--we kill only bandits, fanatical Reds, diehard Nazis .
The public doesn't like killing people, e .specielly defenceless civilians, who

are the main target in modern wars- unless their faces are hidden by some sort o f

mask . It doesn't like war--but it is prepared to stand for any number of polic e

Actions ; "police" suggests the London bobby helping children across the road, no t

nap^.lm and area bombing . It doesn't like bullies, and respects people who stand uo

t o them--but it is quite ready to negotiate from strength .

The d ouble-thinker is exactly like the man who is a shoemaker, but knows he i s

also Julius Caesar . In an aeroplane, under the orders of the unscrupulous or the

half-insane, he is ten times more dangerous . Yet the trick is so simple that o n

alert child could see through it .
Against plain lies one has little defence except commonsense . Against double -

think end double-talk, and against the ether chief pro paganda weapon, the c o ncerte d

smear, or the continual depiction of s omeone as an unmitigated villain, or a partic-

ular nation ns slobberine, criminal brutes (a favourite film technique) the most use-

ful weapon is an or i i.na rY mirror .
It is the first requisite of the News Game--en the ability to play which you r

life (and your capacity to prevent yourself from becoming party to atrocities quit e

as bad as Hitler's) may depend .



Take any newspaper from almost any country, and examine it carefully . You wil l

see that all items in it concern either Our Side or Their Side (if the paper wa s
written for Their Side, the Rules are, of course, reversed) .

Select any news item which contains a clear piece of double-think (one contain-

ing the words "aggression," "strength , " "defence," "terrorism" or "firmness" will d o
admirably) and hold it up to the mirror--in other words go through it, transposin g

the two sides .
If Our Side are displaying firmness somewhere, what would Their Side do in th e

same circumstances? "Campaign of Terrorism Against the Local Population , " of course .

Our Side "painful necessity"--Their Side "war crime . " Our Side--"Resistance hero" ;

Their Side--"Terrorist bandit ." And so on . Quite simple, but very salutary .

With more experience, you can begin to write your own news items . Let us take an

example . The "hard news" is that the Taurocoprian Government Police have arrested th e

trade union leader Mr . Ali Baba, distributing leaflets outside the Taurocoprian Tow n

Hall . Case A--the Taurocoprian Government is on Our Side :
"The authorities here are displaying praiseworthy firmness in dealing wit h

subversive activities . Police yesterday arrested Ali Baba, secretary of the Com-
munist-inspired Boilermakers' Union . The Taurocoprian Home Office states that h e

was in possession of a large quantity of literature vilifying the Western Powers .

His removal from the scene may do much to quiet a tense situation ." Headlines :

POLICE HOLD RED AGENT . Cheers for firmness, Down with Ali Baba ;
Case B : the Taurocoprian Government is on Their Side ,

"In spite of the Kremlin's attempts to tighten its gri p on Taurocopria, and

in spite of savage repression, the Taurocoprian people are fighting back . Local

newspapers have recently been forced to admit the arrest of All Baba leader o f

the largest industrial union, on a treason charge ; thereby giving the first offi-

cial hint of the extent of the Resistance movement . His wife and child have als o

disappeared, and a 'confess,ion' is expected shortly . The gravamen of the charge

appears to be the possession of pro-Western literature . . ." Headline : UNIONS

CRUSHED BY RED TERROR Cheers for All Baba .
Or, of course ,

"The broad masses of the Taurocoprian people are fighting back against th e

instigators of a new war . On American orderf, Taurocoprian police today bega n

to seize prominent workers' leaders . . . "

The rest you know . Got the idea ?
Now any of these versions may be true . The journalist who writes the colum n

probably does not know which ; he does know, however, which side is Right and whic h

side is Wrong, and he is paid to see that you are left in no doubt . Hold it up t o

the mirror . Unlike human beings--who are usually kind and cruel, wise and silly ,
by turns-Tor at the same time)--Their Side hasn't a redeeming feature .

If they abolish rationing, it is a measure of their economic difficulties ; if

they build a hospital, it is a preparation for war ; and, of course, any ettempt the y

may make to negotiate or talk peace, however opportune or however clumsy, is siniste r

beyond belief .
Our side, at least when it means England, is fortunately not yet as perfect i n

its own eyes as some other parts of the globe, but at least it can bomb military ob-
jectives without ever hittin g a civilian, male atom bombs that threaten nobody, and

so on . Armaments, of course, are wholly and entirely defensive on both sides, and a

preparation for aggression on both sides, but not, of course, simulte .neously .
In playing the News Game the followine are Trump Cards--Free 	 World, Over-riding

needs of Defence, Law and Order . Western Way of Life . (These are a signal to the

reader to suspend all critical thought for the rest of the sentence . )

Learn to play the News Game . It may save your life and the lives of others . I t

is, after all, your capacity for clear thought which comes between the bomb-releas e

button and the finger of a smell minority of mental patients in many countries wh o

are prepared t o risk the extinction of the species . It is you, net they themselves ,

who are asked to press that button .
You would not burn a totpl stranger, Chinese, American or Russian, alive indi-

vidually by hand . Whether or net you do it collectively and at long range will de-
nend on your skill and integrity in warding off the assaults made upon your sanity by

the agents of insanity .

BOOK END

	

If you are really interested in knowing how it is done in this country ,
order from us PRESS AGENTS OF THE PENTAGON, a study of the publicit y

methods of the Department of Defense, by John M . Swomley, Jr . Thoroughly documente d
study of the money, men and methods used to create the military mind in America .

35¢ each; 3 for $1 .00 .

	

Reprints of Kenworthy's "Primer on World Politics" to giv e

perspective on world news, still available at 10¢ each .
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